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ageLOC® YOU-SPAN Pack and ageLOC® R2 Pack can help you to live 
youthfully with renewed energy and vigor!

Exclusive access to 30 years of anti-aging genetic research.

Developed from proprietary gene expression insights for healthy aging.

Contains unique blend of ingredients.

Targets the sources of aging.

ageLOC® R2 Pack boosts your energy through optimizing your body’s cellular energy 
production during the day and optimizing cellular purification during the night, helping you 
to start each day renewed and recharged. 

ageLOC® YOU-SPAN Pack offers anti-aging benefits for the body by revitalizing aging 
defense mechanisms (ADMs) to promote youthfulness. 

Combination of these 2 formulas delivers ultimate anti-aging benefits on a daily basis. 

Introducing Ultimate Duo Awards

Her World Beauty Awards - 
 ageLOC® YOU-SPAN (2017)

Finalist for Best Specialty Supplement 
at CPG’s Editors Awards 
- ageLOC® Youth (2016)

Silver Stevie  
(Consumer Products & Services) - 

ageLOC® Youth (2016)

6S Quality logo - A set of rigorous, 
highly integrated activities for 

consistent product quality

Bronze Award (Innovation in 
Consumer Products & Services) in 

Asia-Pacific Stevie Awards 
- ageLOC® Y-Span (2016)

Physician’s Desk Reference (PDR)
- ageLOC® Youth

- ageLOC R2



THE ROCK STILL 
HAVE SOMETHING 

TO TEACH ME…
I’ve never been happier than the day I saw my grandparents 
conquering 4000 meters of snow-capped mountains. 

They were 80 years old and it was their first time experiencing 
snow. 

Thank you Ultimate Duo for making them feel younger and 
healthy!

I couldn’t climb up when I tried rock-climbing many years back. 

However, Ultimate Duo has improved my fitness condition and 
climbing up is now possible to me.

WALKING THROUGH 
GOLDEN YEARS 
TOGETHER!

TAN HOOI TENG
29 YEARS OLD

TAN MEI HUI’S GRAND PARENTS
80 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUOULTIMATE DUO



WHY I LOVE...
SCUBA DIVING

While I enjoy being a scuba diving instructor, it is also very 
physically demanding especially for females – carrying scuba 
tanks, helping divers in changing equipment, all under unforgiving 

hot and cold environments. 

With Ultimate Duo, I can work around all that and still remain 
energetic at the end of the day!

LIEW KAI LIN
34 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Now that I’m in my 30s, I noticed that I may have excellent 
technique and perfect fundamentals from the years of practice, I 
was also a bit less energetic and less flexible. 

Since starting Ultimate Duo, I can keep up with my teammates 
who are in their 20s. When I participate in competitions in my 
60s in the “Master” category, I shall not be a master – “I shall be 
a legend”. 

INSPIRING THE 
VISIONARY IN 
YOU...

TAN YEE WEI
34 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



MOTHER-OF-SIX 
& SPORT…

I HAVE IT ALL

At the age of 42, Ultimate Duo helps me to stay energetic to take 
care of 6 children and improves my physical performance in the 

sports that I frequently play! 

NORJAYA ADZIM
42 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

My dream of feeling young always, has come true! 

I am back on track to continue getting healthier, fitter! 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo.

ENERGETIC

IRENE FOO POH TING
50 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



WHEN IN MOUNT 
EVEREST BASE 

CAMP…

At the Mount Everest Base Camp, 5250m above sea level. 

I am very grateful to Ultimate Duo for giving me the energy I 
needed to go through this adventurous journey to the top at my 

age of 50.

LOO SIA FONG
50 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

My physical performance have improved since I started taking 
Ultimate Duo products. 

I was able to conquer the whole journey of trekking from Lukla 
(alt. 2886m) to Everest Base Camp (alt. 5356m) continuously for 
10 days.

Thank you, Ultimate Duo!

TOUGH, BUT I 
MADE IT!

JOYCE LAU TING
57 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



FULL MARATHON

My mother discovered her love for running at the age of 60. 
When she began taking Ultimate Duo, her physical performance 
improved, and she was able to complete a 30km run within given 

time. 

Now at 63 years old, she has never felt and lived younger, beyond 
her age. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo.

CHONG SAN LEAN
63 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

People saying, you will experience midlife crisis when you reach 
40’s. However, my 40’s life is colorful and joyful. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo, to let me enjoy life being more 
energetic and healthier to complete many 21km and 43km 
marathon. 

Next, I’m looking forward to join my first marathon in my 41 years 
old. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo, to discover my best 40’s.

EMBRACING 
COLOURFUL & 
JOYFUL 40’S

KHING TECK MING
40 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



It’s unbelievable that I took my 5km marathon after 25 years 
graduation!

My first experience in marathon was during my junior high school 
first year. After the marathon test, I fell sick for one week. Since 

then, I don’t like sport activity. 

Now, after the marathon, I still have energy to attend  a 6 hours 
class and went to work as usual the next day. Isn’t that amazing? 

Thanks Ultimate Duo for unleashing my inner athlete! 

JENNY YEE WAI KWAN
43 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

UNLEASH 
ATHLETIC 

POTENTIAL

Powerman 2017 was an achievement that I have never thought 
will come true.

Ultimate Duo accompanied me throughout the journey to boost 
up my energy. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo!

THE SECRET TO 
ACHIEVE MY 
DREAMS

NANCY YEO CHYE NEO
44 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



LIVE THE WAY 
YOU WANT IT

At the age of 64 years old, I’m still energetic and active everyday. 
I enjoy a daily 6km brisk walk and other outdoor activities. 

What’s my secret? Besides proper food, sleep, exercise and being 
happy, my secret is  Ultimate Duo! ageLOC® YOU-SPAN and 

ageLOC® R2 help me to live my life the way I want it to be!

ALICE NG
64 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Ultimate Duo Not only give us energy, it also support a healthy 
immune system and sharpens our minds. 

We are feeling young again like we did when we just started 
dating. 

Besides, major thanks to Ultimate Duo for giving us the energy to 
execute the perfect jumping shot in this photo.

STRONGER 
THINKING

VICTOR KUEH YAW KUANG 
39 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



STAMINA 
BOOSTER

My stamina and strength continuously improve, thanks to 
my cycling buddy. We push each other to go further, just like 

Ultimate Duo does.

KOK HOO PAK
41 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

My mum is 75 years old and we recently travelled to America 
together. I’m so proud of her for completing the whole journey 
with no complaints of fatigue. Her strength and stamina are 
amazing! 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo, for allowing us to enjoy life being more 
active, energetic and healthy, particularly when traveling the 
world together. Having a healthy mum is every child’s blessing!

I AM ABLE TOO

LEE PENG KHOR 
47 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



VITALITY MAKES 
PERFECT

Ultimate Duo is such an ideal PAIR just like my best mate & and 
I during our fitness sessions. 

It enhances our vitality, hence improving our physical performance 
and stamina. 

Cheers, Ultimate Duo and my fitness bestie! Can’t help but to 
feel young, energized and sexy.

LEE LING YEO
49 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

A healthy body and mind equal to a happy family. Juggling 
parenthood is never easy, and not to mention keeping up with 
our 3-year old with the energy of a Duracell bunny. 

Thankfully, we can do it all and more with Ultimate Duo. We feel 
like super parents again. 

FAMILY FIRST

VERNON GERALD FREDERICK  PHILIP 
46 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



ESSENTIAL 
PARTNERSHIP

Ultimate Duo supports me just like my best mate does whenever 
I need energy and strength. I feel younger and healthier and it’s 
fantastic! It almost feels like I’m back to my teenage self and I 

never got older. 

PEEK YIM LOW
34 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

As busy mums, we have our own responsibilities that sometimes 
take a toll on our strength and happiness. 

Thanks to Ultimate Duo, I am now feeling more confident, by 
doing the things I enjoy. 

All of us can now live happier and stronger as full-time mums and 
mumpreneurs.

HAPPINESS WITH 
MUMPRENEURS

SIEW NEE ONG 
40 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



TOGETHER WE 
ARE STRONGER

2 is definitely better than 1. We create, we fight and together we 
boost the power - not just by double, but by infinity. 

Ultimate Duo is the way to promote youthfulness and live a 
better lifestyle.

CHAN FONG PHANG
39 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Ultimate Duo has helped me to pursue my dreams of becoming 
an ironman! It helped to enable optimal physical performance in 
the race, and I felt renewed and recharged quickly. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo, for letting me live healthily and happily. 

POSITIVE ENERGY

TAN LAI TEE 
44 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



UPSIDE DOWN

With Ultimate Duo and my best buddy, life is still fun and lively 
even when everything’s upside down.

YI HAO CHEW 
24 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Ultimate Duo’s powerful nutritional blend helps me to enjoy life 
being more active, energetic and healthy. 

Thank you, Ultimate Duo! 

TEE HUI YUEN 
25 YEARS OLD

HYPERACTIVE

ULTIMATE DUO



ENJOYING 
YOUTHFUL LIFE

The Ultimate Duo makes me energetic throughout the day. I can 
live a more youthful life being active and healthy by going to the 

gym every day and workout with my gym mates. 

Thanks Ultimate Duo! 

LEE PAI EE 
38 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Height is no longer an issue with Ultimate Duo. It helps me and 
my wife to be able to enjoy the fruits we harvest from our farm.

STRENGTH IS NO 
LONGER A 
PROBLEM

NYONG KIN NG  
65 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



SPORTSMENSHIP

Ultimate Duo not only allows me to perform my best in the court, 
but also allows me to continue doing what I love without letting 

age catches up on me! 

This is especially important for sportsmen, so thank you Ultimate 
Duo for a chance to let me living youthfully.

LEONARD  WONG 
27 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO

Nu Skin’s Ultimate Duo gives my sister and I energy and 
stamina to run longer than usual and we are able to fully support 
each other as always! Together we can discover the best in 
ourselves! 

ENERGY 
BOOSTER

WAN NEE FONG
31 YEARS OLD

ULTIMATE DUO



Ultimate Duo In The News

Her World Malaysia April 2017 issue Her World Malaysia July 2017 issue


